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Product-as-a-service (PaaS) offerings have advantages and potential for transforming
societies to a circular economy and for improving environmental performance. Original
equipment manufacturers providing PaaS offerings take higher responsibility for product
performances in the use phase than those selling products. This responsibility can be
supported by digital technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT) and big data
analytics (BDA). However, insights on how data of product designs and in-use services
are managed for PaaS offerings in product lifecycle management (PLM) software are
scarce. This mini-review first gives an account of extant major research works that
successfully applied BDA, a specific technique of artificial intelligence (AI), to cases in
industry through a systematic literature review. Then, these works are analyzed to capture
requirements for a PLM system that will exploit the IoT and BDA for PaaS offerings. The
captured requirements are summarized as (1) facilitate product and service integration,
(2) address multiple lifecycles, (3) adopt an ontology approach encompassing several
product standards, and (4) include reading data to process in an interoperation layer.
Keywords: systematic literature review, product/service system (pss), circular economy, PLM software, big data
analytics, context

INTRODUCTION
Product-as-a-service (PaaS) offerings, a special kind of product/service systems (PSSs) (Tukker,
2015), are provided to product users where the provider gets paid by providing the product
functions or performances. Thereby, PaaS providers have incentives so that more products are
reused, repaired and remanufactured, and thus new components/parts are often included in a
product already in use. Therefore, according to a review (Tukker, 2015), they were heralded to be
among the most effective instrument for transforming societies to a circular economy (CE) (Stahel,
2016) and improving environmental performance (Blüher et al., 2020). To exploit these potentials
with PaaS, the provider needs to prepare for more complex product lifecycles (Umeda et al., 2012)
than with the traditional “make-sell-use-dispose” linear model. Typically, the provider needs to
be able to answer questions such as: Which options are preferred when a PaaS contract ends?
Recondition, remanufacture, or material-recycle the product? And: Which options are preferred
after a fault is identified during a PaaS contract? Repair or remanufacture the focal product, or take
it back to provide a new one? Decisions made by answering these questions significantly impact
both economic and environmental performance.
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Neramballi (2020) was adopted because of its suitability to PaaS
settings. In analyzing the exploitability of BDA in PLM software,
the information flows described in a seminal work in the PLM
software domain (Kiritsis, 2011) were built upon.

However, data and information management supported by
various software applications for product lifecycle management
(PLM) in the manufacturing industry at present does not help
answer the above-stated questions effectively and efficiently.
Now, along with the advent of digitalization, a variety of
technologies is increasingly used in the manufacturing industry,
for instance, sensor technologies, edge computing, cloud
computing, the Internet of Things (IoT), cyber-physical systems,
digital twin, and artificial intelligence (AI). Accessing and using
useful data/information from products in use is becoming
possible to create new opportunities, including tackling CE
challenges (Jabbour et al., 2019). A number of companies see
the opportunity to connect the usage of data and CE challenges
(EMF, 2019). In the last decade, PLM research investigated
closed-loop PLM (Kiritsis, 2011), service integration (Yoo et al.,
2016) and connectivity for test (Nardone et al., 2020), to name
a few. Nonetheless, even the advanced PLM research fails to
provide a method to answer the above-mentioned questions. This
is the gap to be filled urgently to transform the manufacturing
industry to contribute to CE and environmental sustainability.
Therefore, this research aims to advance the knowledge for
PLM software that will help the manufacturing industry improve
its environmental sustainability. As a first step in this research,
this mini-review article has selected one area focusing on big
data analytics (BDA) as a kind of AI because of industries’ high
interest in BDA (Dekhtiar et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2020), which
is often supported by the IoT in implementation. The goal of this
mini-review is to capture requirements for PLM software that will
exploit the IoT and BDA for PaaS offerings, based on systematic
literature review, and analysis (Tranfield et al., 2003) of successful
BDA applications to cases in industry. An earlier review by the
authors’ group (Sakao and Neramballi, 2020) informs that not
so many successful BDA applications for design with industrial
cases were available, and hence the goal is assumed to be a
good fit for a mini-review instead of a full one. Another reason
for choosing a mini-review is the urgency of the need for the
knowledge demanded by industry.
The remainder of this mini-review article is structured as
follows: section Methods and Materials shows the methods and
materials for the review. Next, section Results presents the results
of the review. Section Discussion of the review results then
discusses the results, and section Conclusions concludes the
review with relevant future research.

Materials
Industrial State of the Art for Product Lifecycle
Management (PLM) Software
PLM software solutions have originated from traditional PDM
(product data management) systems, where information about
products mainly in the product development and production
phases of the lifecycle are managed (Sudarsan et al., 2005). Core
functionality includes version management of information about
the product and the ability to relate the information objects
to each other. Current state-of-the-art enterprise PLM systems
also include modules for collaborating around data (e.g., with
external stakeholders such as part suppliers) and workflows for
change and quality management; see examples (Autodesk, 2021;
PTC, 2021; Siemens, 2021). A recent review (Corallo et al.,
2020) lists six complementary industry standards for PLM: STEP
(ISO 10303), Mandate (ISO 15531), PLCS (ISO 10303-239),
PLM@XML, IEC 62264, and the ISO 22000 standard. However,
these standards are as well focused on the design and engineering
phases (not in nor after the use phase) of the product lifecycle
(Ebert, 2013; Yoo et al., 2016), and provide opportunities for
enhancement relating to the use phase, which BDA often sources
big data from, and other phases.
Despite some advanced software packages offered by PLM
software vendors for managing product data in the use phase
(e.g., SLM, i.e., service lifecycle management), it is fair to say
that the data, information, and knowledge flows break down
after the product delivery when the product enters the use
phase (Kiritsis, 2011). The traditional barriers between product
design/manufacturing and sales/service are substantial as well in
today’s PLM systems.

Research Works Regarding Applying Big Data
Analytics (BDA) to Cases in Industry
The other material is scientific literature on research works
with BDA for design (in a broader sense) identified in the ISI
(Institute for Scientific Information) Web of Science in June
2021 with keywords that meet the goal of this article and are
commonly used; no limitation was set to publication years in
the search. ISI Web of Science collects publications on journals
with higher impacts and is among the most widely used data base
for scientific reviews; e.g., (Brambila-Macias et al., 2018). Only
journal articles are included in this mini-review, because they are
often of higher quality and more originality and this boundary
makes the reviewed literature pool to a more manageable size:
the boundary is a limitation of this mini-review. The keywords
adopted for the database search were (“big data analytics”)
AND (“product” OR “service” OR “product service system” OR
“product as a service”) AND (“design” OR “development”). These
keywords and the scope adopted are practically1 identical to

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Methods
A systematic literature review and analysis (Tranfield et al.,
2003) was followed. The core idea of this mini-review was to
identify the latest BDA applications in industry and analyse how
the next generation of PLM software in industry could exploit
such BDA applications in PaaS settings, while the materials used
were explained in section Materials. As the idea indicates, this
mini-review focused on research synthesis, building upon the
practical state of the art of the intersection of the two different
domains, that is, BDA and PLM software. In analyzing BDA
works, the framework used in a previous review by Sakao and
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services. Only two works out of 23 addressed environmental
impacts, showing research opportunities of BDA’s contribution
to environmental sustainability.
The majority of the BDA works analyzed online data (e.g.,
on social media) to obtain insights of users and predict user
behaviors such as purchasing. This type of analytics begins
with digital data, where the outputs are applicable to designing
products and/or services. However, more relevant to PLM
systems is the interaction between physical items (e.g., products
and humans) and their digitized data. For instance, conditions
of bridges (Kim and Queiroz, 2017), sensor data of athletics
goods (Zhan et al., 2018), mechanical part characteristics (Yi
and Fones, 2020), car drivers’ behaviors (Tofangchi et al., 2021),
and transport service users (Lee, 2018) were targeted. The data
sources and design objects of relevance to the BDA works are
mapped on the scheme for PLM by developing an existing
framework (Kiritsis, 2011) as in Figure 1; service design and
contexts are newly added to reflect PaaS settings and BDA,
respectively. In most of the applications, data sources originate
from processes of products or services in the use phase (i.e., the
middle of life).
One important feature observed from analyzing the BDA
applications should be mentioned without going to their details
in this mini-review. Figure 1 shows that all the information
flows representing the BDA applications to design are upstream
(from right to left, simply put). This is natural, because design
by definition anticipates products or processes to be realized.
However, this review showed that such BDA applications
executed in real life are reported in scientific publications.

TABLE 1 | Numbers of publications found by the search and, thereafter,
screening.
June 2021

January 2020

Research found with
the keyword search

199 publications
Listed in the
supplementary material of
this review as
(Supplementary Table 1)

117 publications
Listed in the
supplementary material of
Sakao and Neramballi,
2020

Practical research
found after screening

23 publications
Shown in Tables A1, A2

11 publications
Shown in Table A1
sourcing Sakao and
Neramballi, 2020

those used in January 2020 (Sakao and Neramballi, 2020), where
the search yielded 117 results, out of which 11 articles were
found, after screening, to be such research that includes practical
applications to cases in industry. The same method of search
in June 2021 yielded 199 results, out of which 23 articles were
found to be such research after the same screening. The result
of the search and screening is summarized in Table 1. Out of
the 23 articles, 12 articles were newly found and summarized
in Table A2. The 23 articles show the research that was based
on application to cases in industry and has shown potential in
contribution to design; these are, hence, the literature analyzed
further in this mini-review.
It should be noted that research with cases in industry is
still a minority, ∼1/10th. However, this mini-review focused on
this subset because it builds upon applications validated with
cases in industry and not upon hypothetical studies. In terms
of the years of all publications: those published in or after 2019
dominated this set with a 64% share, and the mode was the
year 2020. These indicate the growth observed in January 2020
in terms of the number of publications with this topic is still
valid and the timeliness of reviewing the works for analyzing
future research opportunities. Another characteristic was the
variety of disciplines of the journals, spanning from information
management, computer science, communication systems,
operations research, engineering, management, healthcare,
transport, and material engineering to sustainability.

Requirements for Product Lifecycle
Management (PLM) Software
This section shows the results of analyzing the current PLM
software (section Industrial state of the art for product lifecycle
management (PLM) software) in light of the BDA applications
(section Applications of big data analytics (BDA) in industry),
partly based on earlier PLM software research. The results are
presented in the form of requirements (Reqs) for PLM software.
A major feature of current PLM software is that the flows of
data/information are toward the downstream, i.e., from design
to production and, when applicable, to use. This direction is
the opposite from information flows in analyzing use cases and
then informing to design, which is essential in any engineering
design, as pointed out by Sherer (2005).The next generation of
PLM systems has to overcome traditional barriers and better
integrate product design and product service data (Yoo et al.,
2016), especially addressing the information flows toward the
upstream. This integration is critical for PaaS and PSS, according
to many researchers (Tukker, 2015).
Also, in PaaS offerings, where parts are refurbished or
remanufactured after their first life and for their further lives,
the PLM system has to support multiple lifecycles. The lack of
support for closed-loop manufacturing in current PLM systems
has been highlighted in academia (Jun et al., 2007; Kiritsis, 2011).
The EU-funded FP6 project PROMISE aimed to provide a means
to transfer critical information about a product back to the design

RESULTS
Applications of Big Data Analytics (BDA) in
Industry
Applications of BDA to cases in industry are summarized
in Tables A1, A2. The type column shows the pair of data
source and design object in applying BDA to design in PaaS
settings; for example, PS meaning “source the data of products
in use to design service.” The research in this table is ordered
according to the type, from PP, PS, and SS to SP. In these
applications, both products, and services in the use phase provide
data for BDA, contributing to designing both products and
“service” OR “product service system”) as with the 2020 search. However, this
difference made no difference in the yielded results.
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FIGURE 1 | Applications of BDA in industry mapped on PLM information flows. Note: Red (thinner) and black (thicker) arrows denote information and physical flows,
respectively. BDA applications in Tables A1, A2 are referred to by their first author names and, if needed, publication years. The PLM flows are developed based on
(Kiritsis, 2011). MoL and EoL denote the middle of life and the end of life, respectively.

phase and forward to appropriate intervention areas (PROMISE,
2008). Another EU-funded project, ResCom, has developed a
collection of methodologies and tools for the implementation
of closed-loop manufacturing systems supporting multiple
lifecycles (ResCom, 2017). Thus, requirements are formulated in
a general form as below:

for a system-of-systems approach to PLM rather than having a
vision that one application can fit it all; in other words, a federated
system approach is necessary.
Req 3: Have an ontology approach that can encompass several
product standards in daily working formats.
In such an architecture, the PLM system cannot store all data
about all products; see the data volumes in the BDA applications
(section Applications of big data analytics (BDA) in industry).
Because all IoT systems (with products in the use phase) generate
lots of data, all cannot be collected to be processed in the PLM
mainframe. There is neither a lack of data to collect nor a
lack of drawings or documents to read. Rather, the challenge
is how to read/collect the data to information and interoperate
it to knowledge based on the reviewed successful cases in
Tables A1, A2. Integrating only product-generated data but also
data generated from other sources, such as human observation,
user profile data, weather, and environmental factors will be
important; for example, see (Kim and Queiroz, 2017; Tofangchi
et al., 2021) in Tables A1, A2.
Big data solutions and cloud platforms can provide
infrastructure and tools for processing and analyzing the
huge amount of IoT data. However, efficient solutions are still
required that can structure, annotate, share and make sense of
that data (Yoo et al., 2016). Add to this, that data storage capacity,

Req 1: Facilitate integration between service and
product design.
Req 2: Support management of the product in multiple
lifecycles, including traceability.
A common conclusion in both the above-mentioned projects is
the importance of product standards (e.g., PLCS, ISO 15926)
as key enablers for PLM (see section Industrial state of the
art for product lifecycle management (PLM) software). There
are several standards available, but most use cases are centered
around using standards as exchange formats and not as daily
working formats, that is, mostly used at specific times during
the engineering workflows (Dekhtiar et al., 2018) as depicted in
Figure 1. Moreover, due to differences in the implementations at
various organizations, it may be questionable to heavily rely on
these formats for analytic purposes. In the same way that a PLM
system has to support several product data ontologies, a PLM
system has to be able to integrate with various new applications.
To support new disruptive technology, an enterprise has to allow
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network traffic, and computation capabilities are all facing an
exponential increase, which will demand the manufacturing
industry to rethink how engineering data at a large scale is
managed (Dekhtiar et al., 2018). The amount of data will not
only be too large to be humanly manageable but also bring costs;
compare cloud storage cost today at about $0.021 per GB (AWS,
2021).
There is, hence, a need for a middle layer to decide upon what
data is to be collected and processed into information, as implied
by Figure 1. This means data has to be processed in the edge,
and to achieve this efficiently, there will be a need for AI in the
edge layer to decide. Many earlier articles are about collecting
useful data as pointed out in Fosso Wamba et al. (2015), but
the decision of what is useful cannot be made solely by a data
scientist or product designer since the data that can be collected
is exponentially increasing.

The practical contribution lies in the advancement of the
knowledge for developing future PLM systems, provided from
areas beyond PLM. PLM research and development communities
can build upon the proposed requirements by further validation
with use cases in industry. This interdisciplinary way of work
(Sakao and Brambila-Macias, 2018) is critical in digitalization in
general, where knowledge from different domains is essential.
See other earlier research, for instance, showing the need for
domain experts’ hand-crafting in applying machine learning
(Dekhtiar et al., 2018). Note that the proposed requirements are
not exhaustively listed, but the major ones focusing on PaaS and
BDA are. Also, part of the information flows enabled by BDA
for improving the product lifecycle performance (depicted by
Figure 1) may be suitable to be implemented by other types of
software than PLM software, for example, production planning
based on the information flow from the use phase to production.
Thus, a more detailed investigation is necessary for practical
implementation as software.
Environmental sustainability is addressed only by a minority
of the BDA applications (see Tables A1, A2). A recent
review (Jabbour et al., 2019) argues that BDA will contribute
to a CE, but more research is needed to support the
argument. Earlier PLM research and development also shows
the lack of the environmental sustainability aspect and, first
of all, the whole lifecycle coverage (see section Industrial
state of the art for product lifecycle management (PLM)
software). Now, by observing interests by industry in using
BDA and AI toward a CE (EMF, 2019), advancing the
research and practice for enhancing environmental sustainability
is expected.

Req 4: The PLM system has to include reading data to process
in an interoperation layer before presenting to BDA.

DISCUSSION OF THE REVIEW RESULTS
This mini-review contributes to the scientific body of knowledge
in two ways. First, an account of applications of BDA to cases
in industry for design is updated, building upon the authors’
earlier review of the same framework (Sakao and Neramballi,
2020). It is an addition to BDA reviews in smart manufacturing
contexts (Cui et al., 2020; Gao et al., 2020). In particular, the
account focused on BDA applications in industry, providing
useful insights from practice, not only from simulations with
hypothetical data. Second, insights into how future PLM software
could incorporate BDA and IoT are provided to fill a gap in
recent PLM reviews (Sivanathan et al., 2017; Corallo et al.,
2020). These insights were represented as four requirements
for future PLM software, which were hardly discussed explicitly
in earlier research. Also, the presented research complemented
information flows essential to PaaS and BDA on the earlier
PLM framework (Kiritsis, 2011; Yoo et al., 2016): especially,
service design and contexts were added, and addressed in a
coherent manner. Importantly, they build upon insights from
different topics such as PaaS (Tukker, 2015) and engineering
design. Notably, PLM systems often fail in deployment because
of their poor alignment or integration with workflows (Ebert,
2013), and the risk of this failure was aimed for minimization in
this research.
One major, inherent challenge in deploying BDA is how
to address various types of data, including unstructured, and
heterogeneous data. This challenge is more relevant in PLM,
covering different phases of the lifecycle. There are no predefined base parameters to begin with when implementing BDA
or, more generally, AI, nor is any standard available for what to
collect or store. Adopting data lakes (Porter and Heppelmann,
2015) is a potential approach, as touched upon in the context of
lifecycle engineering (Sakao et al., 2021), but this issue requires
further research. Implementing BDA or AI in a PLM system will
not be technology-limited; rather, finding the base parameters for
use cases in question is perceived as the major challenge.
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CONCLUSIONS
This mini-review updated an account of applications of big
data analytics (BDA) to cases in industry through a systematic
literature review, building upon the authors’ earlier review with
the same framework. Analyzing the found BDA applications and
the practical state of the art of product lifecycle management
(PLM) software, four requirements were derived, as the main
contribution of this paper, for a PLM system that will exploit
the Internet of Things (IoT) and BDA for product-as-a-service
(PaaS) offerings. It should be noted that a limitation of this
mini-review is the boundary for the addressed publications
as mentioned in section Materials. Enlarging the boundary
for the reviewed literature is of interest as future work.
Additional analysis of use cases from industry will enrich
the requirements. These requirements are expected to guide
the development of the next generations of PLM systems in
the future and thereby eventually support manufacturing
companies’ transition to circular systems and enhance
environmental sustainability.
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